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Abbreviations: IoT, Internet of things; KF, kalman filter; PCC, 
point of common coupling; DRR, distributed energy resource.

Introduction
The internet of things (IoT) can be applied to many areas such 

as smart grid, air conditioning system, smart agriculture and 
transportation systems.1,2 The main component of IoT framework is the 
wireless sensor networks. Basically, the energy management system 
uses the sensing information to estimate the micro grid states so that 
the power system situation awareness and security will be enhanced.3 
The weighted least squared based AC state estimation is presented in.4 
In Salinas,5 proposes a Kalman filter (KF) based centralized energy 
theft detection algorithm. In Keller,6 proposes a modified unknown 
input KF algorithm for the state filtering of network controlled 
systems subject to random cyber attacks. All the KF based approaches 
are required to know the exact noise statistics which are generally 
unknown at the energy management system. In fact, the H-infinity 
based micro grid state estimation is proposed in Rana,7 but it does 
not analysis the estimation performance considering sensor faults and 
large disturbances. Motivated by the aforementioned analysis, this 
paper proposes an H-infinity based micro grid state estimation using 
the IoT embedded sensors. The bold case upper and lower letters are 
used for matrix and vector notations.

Micro grid and IoT enabled sensors
Generally speaking, the micro grid provides clean, green and 

sustainable energy to the user.8,9 In the distribution power system, the 
micro grid is connected to the feeder circuit. To illustrate, Figure 1 
shows a distribution test feeder where the distributed energy resource 
(DER) is connected to the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) through 
coupling inductor. Basically, the DER is represented by voltage source 
Vs which is connected to the PCC whose bus voltage is denoted 
by Vb. The coupling inductor exists between them. After applying 
KVL, KCL and discretization process, the discrete-time state-space 
framework is written as follows:

         ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1s t Fs t Bu t v t+ = + +                              (1)

Where F is system state matrix, s(t) is the system state, B is the 
input matrix, u(t) is the system control effort, and v(t) is the system 
noise whose covariance matrix is Q(t). The detail parameters are 
given in10 Figure 1. The measurement from the IoT embedded sensor 
is given by:

  ( ) ( ) ( )z t Hs t w t= +                                        (2)

Where z(t) is the measurement information, H is the sensing 
matrix and w(t) is the noisy measurement whose covariance matrix is 
R(t). Basically, the sensing measurement is used for state estimation 
at the energy management system. In the energy management system, 
the H-infinity filter is applied for state estimations.7,12,13

Figure 1 The n-bus system connected to DERs.10

Simulation results
Considering typical parameter in,10,11 the simulation result is 

presented in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows the PCC voltage deviation at 
bus 1 and its estimation result. It is observed that the H-infinity can 
able to estimate the system state within 20 iterations. Other system 
states have almost similar estimation performance.

Figure 2 PCC voltage deviation at bus 1 when sensors sense system state 
directly.
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Abstract

The internet of things (IoT) is applied to many areas due to wide area connectivity 
and massive amount of information processing capability. It can be applied to the 
smart grid for sensing, monitoring and controlling the grid state information. The 
IoT enabled sensors are used to sense the grid state information, and then H-infinity 
algorithm is adopted to estimate the system states. Simulation result using the micro 
grid illustrates that the proposed algorithm can estimate the system states within a 
short period of time. Consequently, this framework is valuable to design the smart 
energy management systems in future.
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Conclusion and future work
This article proposes an H-infinity based micro grid state 

estimation algorithm using the IoT based sensors. After representing 
the micro grid in a state-space framework, the IoT enabled smart 
sensors are deployed to obtain the sensing state information. In the 
energy management system, an H-infinity based optimal filtering 
approach is adopted and verified through numerical simulations. It 
shows that H-infinity algorithm can able to estimate the micro grid 
states. In future, we will also apply the control algorithm to stabilize 
the micro grid states.
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